LOW EMISSION PACKING
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CECO LEP® , utilizing proprietary
Resilon-T® material and innovative
packing design,
is superior to
other pressure
packing in the industry.
When compared with existing

piston rods as worn rods cause

y Reduces greenhouse gas emissions,
by decreasing fugitive gas

y Reduces lost and unaccounted for
gas, for better revenues.

y Proven design, exceptional results
in the gas processing and

give CECO LEP a longer life than
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existing packing cases. LEP can be
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in the field, eliminating downtime
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PACKING CASE REPAIR
CECO offers packing case repair

The combined leak rate had
been reduced to 2.3 cubic
feet per minute, achieving a
93% leak rate reduction with
CECO low emission packing.
Value-Adding Technologies
American Oil & Gas Reporter
Article by Richard Ayala, Encana

and piston rod rebuilding to OEM
specifications at our Precision Repair
Centers. Cases are carefully inspected,
machined, lapped and assembled to
assure maximum sealing efficiency.
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Gas Processing Association Annual Meeting, 2010.

INSTALLING CECO LOW EMISSIONS PACKING (LEP)
PROJECT LOOK BACK
Installed 24 sets of CECO LEP
in 2008-2009 as a pilot test
Achieved an average venting
reduction of greater than 90%
As found vs. post LEP install
Found that LEP offers an
additional 30% venting
reduction over OEM packing
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